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The housewife who knows "beans, dried beans, at least, must have been keep-
ing up with the news from the State experiment stations, Eor though beans arc an
old and very common food, new facts about cooking them have only recently come to

light at the Nebraska Station where scientists have been studying the Great
Northern and navy varieties of bean, and at the Now Mexico Station where the pinto
bean has been hnving attention. (The pinto bean, you know, is that spotted rod-
dish boan which is a "frijole" to any Mexican.) What the scientists at those 2

Stations have found out about beans ought to be of interest whether you have a

New England taste for Saturdav-night baked beans and brown bread, or a Southwest-
ern fondness for chili con carno, or an everyday American appetite for just plain
pork and beans.

The most important single factor in cooking beans is the hardness of the
water. That's what the New Mexico investigators report as the result of their
study. (And that may explain why some housewives have a habit of saving rain
water for cooking beans.) The New Mexican scientists don't say anything about
rain water, but they do advise using soft water if you can, and if not, softening
hard water somewhat by boiling it rapidly for 20 to 30 minutes before putting on
the beans. This boiling will settle out some of the calcium and magnesium salts
that make the water — and also the beans — hard.

The Nebraska investigators explained this hard-water difficulty in cooking
beans by reporting that these mineral salts may harden and toughen the skin of
the bean so that it prevents the bean from absorbing water and cooking tender.
They found that bean skins may be naturally hard if they contain a good deal of
calcium. Or they may become hard during cooking or storage.

You may be interested to know that molasses and tomato juice as well as

hard water may harden beans during cooking. You see, molasses often contains
considerable calcium. So old-fashioned Boston baked beans, flavored with molasses,
may harden from the calcium in the molasses. The Nebraska people advise adding
molasses toward the end of the baking after the beans have cooked tender. And
they advise adding tomato toward the end of the cooking, too. The acid in the

tomato also has a hardening effect. As for ordinary table salt — or sodium
chloride to the chemists — in itself it has no effect one way or the other,
but as it majr contain some magnesium or calcium compounds, the scientists advise
adding it last.
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